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ABSTRACT 
When the matrix in question is uns)xnmetric, the approximate eigenvectors or Ritz 
vectors obtained by orthogonal projection methods including Arnoldi's method and 
the block Arnoldi method cannot be guaranteed to converge in theory even if the 
corresponding approximate eigenvalues or Ritz values do. In order to circumvent this 
danger, a new strategy has been proposed by the author for Arnoldi's method. The 
strategy used is generalized to the block Arnoldi method in this paper. It discards Ritz 
vectors and instead computes refined approximate eigenvectors by small-sized singu- 
lar-value decompositions. It is proved that the new strategy can guarantee the 
convergence of refined approximate eigenvectors if the corresponding Ritz values do. 
The resulting refined iterative algorithm is realized by the block Arnoldi process. 
Numerical experiments show that the refined algorithm is much more efficient han 
the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Large-scale unsymmetric eigenproblems arise in many applications [2, 14, 
19, 20]. They are commonly solved by Arnoldi's method [1, 17] and the block 
Arnoldi method [5, 8, 21-23]. Much work has been done on Arnoldi's 
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method and its block version, both in theory and in algorithms, e.g. [4-6, 8, 
15-17, 19, 21-24]. Recently, a convergence analysis in [5, 6, 8] has shown 
that the approximate igenvectors or Ritz vectors obtained by orthogonal 
projection methods, including Arnoldi's method and its block version, cannot 
be guaranteed toconverge in theory even if the corresponding Ritz values do. 
Therefore, relevant iterative algorithms may not be efficient. 
In order to circumvent the danger of nonconvergence of Ritz vectors, a 
new strategy has been proposed in [5, 9] for Arnoldi's method. It can 
theoretically guarantee the convergence of re f ined  approximate eigenvectors 
when the corresponding Ritz values do. It is remarked that from a theoretical 
point of view the strategy could be used in general orthogonal projection 
methods for approximating eigenvalues and eigenvectors, where Ritz vectors 
could be replaced by refined approximate eigenvectors. 
In this paper, we generalize the strategy used in [5, 9] to the block Arnoldi 
method. We prove that it can theoretically guarantee the convergence of 
refined approximate eigenvectors when Ritz values do. We propose a refined 
iterative algorithm by the block Arnoldi process. The key idea of the new 
strategy is that after computing Ritz values by the block Arnoldi method, 
instead of Ritz vectors we choose a refined approximate eigenvector in the 
block Krylov subspace involved which minimizes the norm of the residual 
formed with the Ritz value. It can be efficiently computed by a small-sized 
SVD in a relatively cheap way. 
In Section 2 we introduce some notation used and the block Arnoldi 
process and method, as well as a pr io r i  theoretical error bounds for eigenvec- 
tors; in Section 3 we present the new strategy that computes refined 
approximate eigenvectors by the block Arnold/process. We prove that this 
strategy can theoretically guarantee the convergence of refined approximate 
eigenvectors if Ritz values do, and then we present a refined algorithm, 
followed by some practical considerations. We report some numerical experi- 
ments in Section 4. They show that the refined algorithm is much more 
efficient han its counterpart, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm. 
2. THE BLOCK ARNOLDI PROCESS AND METHODS 
2.1. Notat ion  
Assume that the matrix A ~ R NxN is diagonalizable and it has eigenpairs 
)t i, ~o i, where I1~0~11 = i,  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N. Here the norm used is the Euclidean 
norm. Let us denote by ~,~(V i, A) the block Krylov subspace spanned by 
V 1, AV  l . . . . .  A m-  iv  l, and by ~'m the orthogonal projector onto 3gm(V 1, A) ,  
where V i is an N × p matrix (or block vector) whose columns are linearly 
independent. 
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Denote by C =p the vector space of dimension mp, and by O(u, o~,,(V l, A)) 
the acute angle between a nonzero vector u and ~, (V  1, A), defined by 
O(U,~m(V1, A)  ) = arcsin 
I1( i -  rm)Uil 
Ilull (1) 
by an asterisk the conjugate transpose of a matrix; and by an overbar the 
complex conjugate of a vector or scalar. Let Qk be the set of all polynomials 
of degree at most k, and P/ the spectral projectors associated with aj, 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  N. Let O'max(X) and o-,~n(X) be the largest and smallest singular 
values of a matrix X, respectively, and K(X) = amax(X)/~mi,(X).  We are 
concerned with the r eigenvalues a i with largest real or imaginary parts and 
the corresponding eigenvectors ~Pi, 'where i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r and r << N. 
2.2. The Block Arnoldi Process and Method 
Given an initial N × p column orthonormal block vector V1, if computa- 
tions are performed in exact arithmetic, then the block Arnoldi process 
generates uccessively an orthonormal basis {Vj}~' of the block Krylov sub- 
space ~Fm(V t, A)  if dim OWm(V~, A) = mp. In this basis, the restriction of 
A m = ~r m Art m to ogS, n(V 1, A) is represented by an mp × mp block upper 
Hessenberg matrix H . . . .  with p × p block entries hk, j. The Arnoldi process 
can be described as follows. 
ALGORITHM 2.1 (The block Arnoldi process) 
1. Start: Choose p, m, and an initial N × p column orthonormal V 1, 
where 1 <~ p ~ N/2 ,  2 <~ m <~ N/p .  
2. For j  = 1,2 . . . . .  m do 
Z := AVj. 
Fork  = 1,2 . . . . .  jdo  
hk, j := VffZ; 
Z := Z - Vkhk, j. 
Endfor 
Vj+ lhj+l, j  = Z, the QR decomposition. 
Endfor 
For practical considerations, see [5, 8]. 
Algorithm 2.1 can be written in :matrix form 
AU m = UmHm.,, + Vm+lhm+l. mE*m, (2) 
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or 
AU m = Um+lHm+l,m, (3) 
where the matrices U k = (V 1, V2,. . . ,  Vk), k = m, m + 1, E m is an mp X p 
zero matrix except for the last p rows, which are a p × p identity matrix; and 
Ha+ 1, m is the (in + 1)p x mp block upper Hessenberg matrix which is the 
same as Hm, ~ except for an additional block row whose only nonzero block 
entry is ha+ 1.,~. It follows immediately from (2) that Hm. ~ = U*AUm. 
Let A~ m), y(m), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  rap, denote the eigenpairs of H,~, m. Here 
h~ m) are called the Ritz values of A in ~m(V1, A). Then the block Arnoldi 
method uses /~m) to approximate A i, and the corresponding eigenvectors q~ 
are approximated by 
~(i m) = Um Y(i ra), (4) 
which are called the Ritz vectors of A in ~m(V1, A). 
How good approximations are can be usually measured in terms of an a 
posteriori bound 
I I ( z  - = Ilhm+ 1, mW m)ll, (5) 
where w~ m) is a vector consisting of the last p elements of y~m). Equation (5) 
can be used for a stopping criterion which checks the accuracy of residuals 
cheaply without computing ~m) explicitly by (4). 
In practice, due to the limitation of primary memory and amount of 
computations, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm is used, that is, one fixes 
m at a moderate number and restarts the block Arnoldi method with a new 
initial block vector Vp For details, see [5, 8, 21-23]. 
The convergence analysis in [5, 8] shows that the distances IJ(I - ¢rm)~ill 
between the ~Pi and ,~m(V1, A), which equal sin O(~oi,,~,,(V 1, A)), tend to 
zero with increasing m, usually first for the eigenvalues with largest and 
smallest real parts. They can be small even for mp << N, provided that the 
eigenvector matrix of A is not too ill conditioned and the distribution of 
eigenvalues of A is favorable. Unfortunately, the block Arnoldi method 
cannot heoretically guarantee the convergence of Ritz vectors even though 
these distances tend to zero as m increases, as shown in [5, 8]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that A m is diagonalizable and has s distinct 
eigenvalues A~ m) in ~m(V1, A). Let pj(m) denote the spectral projectors 
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associated with distinct AJ m), d,.m = minj÷i lA, -  A~'~)[, and y,~ --117rm A(I - 
7r.)l[, and define the matrix 
x,  ('~) = ( e ( , '% . . . . .  e,(r l  q,, , P,(~I ~,, . . . . .  e~( '% ) .  
Then 
II(x - e,~)) ~, II 
info ai~g" K(X['~)D)(1 + Ile['~)ll)3rm ) 
~< 1 + dc.~ I1(I - =~)~,11" (6) 
Let P[")¢JllP[m)~pill = q~}'~). Then 
sin 19( ~p~, q~(,,O) 
info di.g" K(X(m)D)(1 + [IP[~)II)Tm )
~< 1+ ~,,S sin 0(~o,,.~m(V~, A)). (7) 
I f  A is symmetric, then 
sin O(q~ t, ~o(m))~< (1+ .dY~ )sin 0(~i,~,,,(V 1, A)). (8) 
REMARK 2.1. Theorem 1 holds for general orthogonal projection meth- 
ods once we replace ~g',~(V 1, A) by a given projection subspace E and 7r m by 
the corresponding orthogonal projector onto E [8, 11, 12]. 
REM~.BK 2.2. Assume that IKI -- ~'m)~,ll is small. Then there exists one 
h~ m) such that the following relation holds asymptotically for general orthogo- 
nal projection methods [5, 8, 11, 12]: 
II(r - ~m)~,ll 
I;t, - X,('~)I<~ %~il e[m)ll {{'rr,. ~v, ll (9) 
This means that sufficient conditions for A~ ") ---) A~ are that lip(m)[] is uni- 
formly bounded in m and IKI - ~r~)~o, II tends to zero with increasing m. 
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Note that, as shown in [8, 11, 12], t[(I - ~r~ ~,11 --, 0 is a necessary condition 
for convergence of general projection methods. 
Equation (8) shows that if A is symmetric and sin 0( ~i, oT(,,(Vl, A)) tends 
to zero, then ~}m) ~ ~Pi, since ~/m is uniformly bounded by II All in m. So the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for q~'~)--* q~ are the same for A 
symmetric. In this case the block Arnoldi method reduces to the symmetric 
block Lanczos method and Hr~ is a symmetric block tridiagonal matrix [3]. 
Unfortunately, for a general unsymmetric matrix A, that is no longer the 
case, since the eigenproblem of A m can then be arbitrarily ill conditioned no 
matter how well conditioned that of A is. Theoretically speaking, we cannot 
guarantee that inf o diag. K(X[ '')D) is uniformly bounded in m, and it can go 
to infinity or become very large even if IIPi(m)l[ is uniformly bounded in m. 
This means that the right-hand side of (7) does not necessarily converge to 
zero even if sin 0(~pi, oTdm(Vl, A)) tends to zero and A~ m) converges to A~ with 
increasing m. In fact, as pointed out in [11, 12], if infoai~g K(xi(m)D) is 
unbounded or very large, then at least one other IlPj(m)hl, j v~ i, is unbounded 
or very large, and vice versa. This means that the sufficient conditions for 
~}") ~ q~, require all IIPj('~)II, j = 1,2 . . . . .  s, to be uniformly bounded in m, 
while those for A~ m) -* A~ only require IIP,(m)ll to be uniformly bounded in m. 
As a consequence, in theory, q0~ '') may not converge to q~i for a general 
unsymmetric matrix A even if A~ m) converges to A~. The only exception 
is when sin 0(q~i, ~m(Vz, A)) = O, which is a trivial case. In other words, if 
infodiag" K(X~(m)D) is very large, then q0~ m) may not provide any useful 
information on q0/ even if A~ '") tends to Ai. Therefore, potentially II(A - 
x~m)I)~{")ll may never be near zero. 
Recall that in the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm a new starting V 1 is a 
proper combination of the Ritz vectors that are supposed to approximate he 
required eigenvectors, and we expect hat V 1 will contain more and more 
information on the required eigenvectors as the iteration proceeds [5, 8, 
21-23]. It can thus be expected that the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm 
may not converge or may converge very irregularly, since if at some iteration 
the eigenproblem of A m is very ill conditioned, then Ritz vectors may be bad 
approximations to the required eigenvectors, o that in the next iteration a 
new starting V 1 may not contain good information on the required eigenvec- 
tors. 
Theorem 1 suggests that we seek new strategies that can theoretically 
guarantee the convergence of eigenvectors if Ritz values do. Motivated by the 
idea in [5, 9], we suggest a similar strategy and present a refined algorithm in 
the next section. 
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3. NEW STRATEGY, CONVERGENCE, AND ALGORITHMS 
3.1. New Strategy and Convergence 
In view of the previous analysi,;, rather than using Ritz vectors q~'~) as 
approximate igenvectors, for each h~ m) we now seek a unit-norm vector 
u~ ~) ~ ,Tgm(V1, A) satisfying the condition 
I [ (A - g~' I )uT" ' l l  = min  II(A - h m>Z)u II
u ~Y~,~(V~, A), Ilull = 1 
and use it to approximate q~i. Here we call u~ m) a refined approximate 
eigenvector associated with A~. 
Obviously, we always have [[(A - h~m)I)u~m)][ <~ II(A - h~m>I)q~m)ll, and 
u~ '') is usually different from q~m). We now show that this new strategy can 
indeed guarantee that u~ m) --* ~o i if h~ m) + h i. 
LEMMA 3.1 [5, S]. Leto~o(V1, A) ~ span{V1}, and define ffi = ]~j+=p-1 pj. 
Assume that the vectors Piva . . . . .  PiVp are linearly independent, where 
V 1 = (v 1 . . . . .  Vp). Then there exists a unique vector ~'i in ~o(V1, A) such that 
F,~, = +i. (2) 
THEOREM 3.1. 
1. Let xi be as in (2), and xi = E~=la,~oj be its expression in the 
eigenvector basis { ~o } L I. Define the set N[ -- { i, 2 . . . . .  N} \ { i . . . . .  i + p - 
1}, ~i (m) = Ej~N,I'~j -- h~m)l I%1, and the matrix S i = (~l  . . . . .  ~i, 
~°i+ p. . . . .  ~x)" Then 
II(A - A~m)l)u~'[I ~ ,c( S,)(Ih, _ t~ i(m)l.~t - ~i(m)~.(m)), (3 )  
where 
e}m) = rain max [ p(+)l- (4) 
P~Qm- I ,  p(h i )~ l  j~Nt  
2. Define g,,m = minj,,]h~ m) - hjl and the matrix 
f~}m) : (e lu~ m), " ' ' '  *i-lD U (m)i ' e i+lU~ m) . . . .  " PNU~m)) " 
Then the following relation holds [5, 10]: 
sin O(<Pi, u~ m)) <<" 
infD d,ag. K(~}m)D)(1 + I[Pill)II(A - h~m,I)u~m)ll .  (5) 
gcm 
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Proof. Part i: By Lemma i, since /~i:~i = ~Pi, we have from :~i = 
E)L 1,~j,pj that 
~=1,  %=0,  j= i+ l  . . . . .  i+p-1 .  
Hence 
L = ~2 ~j~j+ ~,. 
j~N i 
Let us consider an element u of the form u --- q(A)~i, where q ~ Qm-l. 
Then 
u = ~., ajq(Aj)~pj + q(k~)q~,. 
jeNi 
Therefore, we obtain 
(m) (m) II(a- , Z)u, II 
II(A - II 
~< rain 
q~Pm-, [[q(A) LI[ 
min 
q~Q,,,-, 
( A - A~"OI)[~jeNotjq( Aj)q~j + q( A,)~i ] 
rain 
q ~ Q,n- l 
~jeN,(A j  -- A~m))otjq(Aj)g) + (A , - -  A~"O)q( A,)q~i 
(6) 
For the right-hand side of the above relation, on the one hand, its 
numerator squared is at most 
°'m2ax(Si)( ~Nil)tj - ~m)121°ljl2[q(~j)[2 "~- I~i - )t~m)12lq(~i)12); 
J 
on the other hand, its denominator squared is at least 
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Combining the above two relations gives that (6) is at most 
_ (m)  2 2 __ 
K(S,) min ~)eNIXj  A, II~/]q(X~)l~+lx, x~m)l~lq(x,)l ~ 
E j~,  I~flq(Xj)l ~ +lq( x,)l ~ 
~jl Iq(XJ)l + IX, x~)l~lq(X,)r ~< K(S,) min ~j~N, IXj -- A~m)I2I 2 2 _ _  
q~po,-, Iq (x , ) l  
~< K(Si) min 
qfi=Om-x IQ(X')I 
~ u, lxj - x~'l I~/Iq(Xj)l + Ix , -  x~m,llq(X,)l 
= K(SI)( Ix' -- x~m)[ + q~Pm-lj,=_N,min E [Xj -- X!m)[, crj ~][q(XJ) 1
q(Xj) ) 
K(Si) IX/ -- X~m)l + ~(m) min max q~Q.~_, j~N, q( Xi) 
Let p(z) = q(z)/q(Xi). Then p(X i) = 1. We thus get 
II(A - X~m)I)u~m)[[  
Si)(IXix - x~m)l + l~i¢m) min I jmNax[~--" p( Xj)[] ,.1 /(( < p~Qm-l, p(Ai)= 
which proves (3). • 
REMARK 3.1. Since Ix~")l ~< II All, ~(m) is uniformly bounded in m. 
REMnrtl~ 3.2. Define n, = ~.j~ N, I%1. Then we have [5, 8] 
II(t - ~m) ~o, II ~< ~,4  ~'. (7) 
It thus follows from (9) and (3) that how X~ rn) ~ X i and IKA - x~m)I)U~ra)ll 
0 crucially depends on e} m). If II Pi(m)ll is uniformly bounded in m and e/(m) 
tends to zero, then X~ m) converges to A, and IKA - A~m)I)u~m)]l converges to 
zero. 
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Some upper bounds have been established for E (m) in [5, 8]. They show 
that it converges to zero, usually first for A i with largest and smallest real 
parts, as m increases. It thus follows from (9) and (7) that the right-hand side 
of (3) goes to zero with increasing m if A{ m) converges to A~ with increasing 
m. Note that the columns of ~[m) are N - 1 unnormalized eigenvectors of 
A. Then it is easy to see that infl) d*.g K(dP~ re)D) is a constant independent of
m because 9f scaling. Mathematically," speaking, we can thus see from (5) that 
u{ m) converges to ~Pi. Therefore, this new strategy can overcome the danger 
that the block Arnoldi method cannot guarantee the convergence of Ritz 
vectors even if the corresponding Ritz values do. However, we should stress 
two points. Firstly, apart from [KA - A~m)l)u~m)[[, the quality of u{ m) also 
depends on the eigenproblem of A itself. From a numerical point of view, if 
the eigenproblem of A is very ill conditioned, then u{ m) can be a good 
approximation to ~p, only when II(A- A{m)I)u{~)l[ is very small. Secondly, 
Theorem 1 does not mean that II(A- A{m)I)u{m)ll converges to zero as 
rapidly as A{ m) tends to A~. The larger K(S,) is, the more slowly it may tend to 
zero. 
The following theorem describes how to compute u~ m) and provides a 
stopping criterion. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let  z~ m) be the right s ingular vector  o f  the matr ix 
~(,Or ~ where  Hm+ 1. m - A{m)Im+ 1. m associated wi th  O'min(H m + 1 .... -- "'i *m + 1 .. . . .  
Ira+ 1, m is the same as the mp × mp identity matr ix except fo r  the last p rows 
being zero. Then the fo l lowing relations hold: 
Proof. 
that 
u~ m) = Umz~ m), (8) 
I I (a  - *{m' I )uT' l l  = Ormin( A -- t~m' t )Um)  (9) 
= - A(m)I m)" (10)  °'min(Hm+l.m i m+l. 
Since U m and Urn+ 1 are orthonormal, it follows from (3) and (1) 
I I (A  - = min  I I (A  - 
Ilzll= 1, z~C mp 
=  m,o((A - 
= rain H(nm+l,m - ~m'z~+l ,o)zll 
ilzl[=l, z~c m, 
"~-I[(l{m+ 1.m -- )[~m'lm+ 1 m)z~m'll 
= Ormin(Zm+ 1.m -- A~m'I,,+ 1. m)" 
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Note that for a real matrix A only one SVD is necessary for a pair of 
complex conjugate Ritz values A~ m). 
3.2. A Refined Algorithm 
Based on the above new strate:~ and the block Aruoldi process, we can 
present he following 
ALGORITHM 3.1 (The refined iterative algorithm based on the block 
Arnoldi process). 
1. Start: Given the number r of required eigenpairs, choose the steps m 
of the block Arnoldi process, the block size p, a tolerance tol, and an 
initial N X p column orthonormal block vector Vp 
2. Perform m steps of the block Arnoldi process and construct the block 
upper Hessenberg matrices H m . . . .  Hm + a .... as well as U m. 
3. Compute the eigenvalues A~ m), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  nip, of H m, and select r 
of them as approximations to the desired eigenvalues Ai. 
4. Take u~ m) in (8) as approximations to ~Pi, and test convergence by (10). 
If residual norms of the r approximating eigenpairs are all below tol, 
then stop, else continue. 
5. Construct a new initial vector V 1 from the r refined vectors u~ m), and 
return to step 2. 
Now let us consider implementations of Algorithm 3.1. For step 5, we use 
a strategy adapted from [5, 8], where it is only necessary to replace y}") and 
~p~") by z~ m) and u~ , respectivel). If a subdiagonal block IIh;+ 1 ill < tol at 
some step j ~< m in the block Arnoldi process, then ~j(V1, A) is an approxi- 
mate invariant subspace. In this case, since II(a - Z~J)I)q~}J)ll = Ilh~+ x,~w~J)ll 
< Ilhj+ ~,jll, all of the eigenvalues of the jp X jp  block upper Hessenberg 
matrix Hj, j are good approximations to some of the eigenvalues of A, and 
the Ritz vectors q~J) are also good :approximations to the associated eigenvec- 
tors provided that the eigenproblem of A is not too ill conditioned. At this 
time, Algorithm 3.1 will be stopped. 
Using (10) as a stopping criterion, we will avoid computing u~ '') explicitly 
before the desired accuracy is aU:ained. We only compute u~ m)= U,,z} m) 
until the convergence occurs. 
As was seen earlier, if "'i+x~(m) = ]~,,), then ~+i"(') = ~") .  It is thus only 
necessary to compute the eigenvalues of H m and at most r small-sized SVDs. 
In comparison with the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm, in which only the 
eigenproblem of H m is solved per :iteration, our algorithm is more expensive. 
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However, compared with the overall cost, this is negligible, since the main 
cost is the block Arnoldi process, which needs O(N. Na(m p) + N(mp) 2) 
flops, where N a denotes the number of average nonzero elements in each 
row of A. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We have tested Algorithm 3.1, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm, using 
Matlab 4.2 on a DEC RISC workstation with the machine precision eps 
2.22 × 10 -16 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the cx)nvection-diffusion differential equation [2, 
17, 24] 
-au(  x, y) + pUx = Xu( x, y) 
on a square region [0, 1] × [0, 1] with the boundary condition u(x, y) = O. 
Taking p = 1 and discretizing with centered ifferences yields the block 
tridiagonal matrix A(n) = tr i ( -  I, B,, - I )  of order N = n 2, where B n = 
tri(b, 4, a), n is the chosen number of interior mesh points on each side of 
the square, and a = -1  + 1/2(n + 1), b = -1  - 1 /2(n + 1). 
Algorithm 3.1 and the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm were run on the 
576 × 576 matrix A(24) obtained by taking n = 24. Note that this is an 
ill-conditioned eigenproblem, since )tz and )t 3 are very clustered. We want to 
find the four eigenvalues with largest real parts, and require that both 
algorithms be stopped as soon as all the residual norms of A~m~, 0~m) and 
)t ~m) u~ m), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are below tol = 10 -7. Both algorithms used the same 
i ' 
initial block vector V 1 for the same block size p, which was generated 
randomly in a normal distribution. Table 1 shows the results obtained for 
different steps m and block size p, where "it" denotes the number of 
iterations; "mv" the number of matrix-vecto r products, which dominates the 
efficiency of Algorithm 3.1 and the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm when 
mp is not large; and "error" the largest residual norm of those approximating 
eigenpairs. 
Here one can see that it is for large block sizes that refined vectors are 
better. Figures 1 and 2 depict typical convergence curves of the iterative 
block Arnoldi algorithm and Algorithm 3.1 for m = 6, p = 4, respectively, 
where the solid line, the dash-dot line, the circle line, and the dotted line 
indicate the convergence processes of )t~, ~0~, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We should point 
out that the CPU timings were not necessarily proportional to mv, since the 
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TABLE 1 
EXAMPLE 1 a 
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Iterative block 
Arnoldi algo:rithm Algorithm 3.1 
m p it mv error it mv error 
15 2 65 1950 3.3D - 8 64 1920 3.3D - 8 
20 2 19 760 4.D - 8 19 760 4.4D - 8 
25 2 11 550 5.4D - 8 10 500 1.1D - 8 
30 2 8 480 2.3D - 8 8 480 9.4D - 8 
7 3 87 1827 ,5.1D - 8 71 1491 9.D - 8 
10 3 35 1050 9.D - 8 25 750 3.1D - 8 
15 3 14 630 5.3D - 8 12 540 8.1D - 8 
20 3 9 540 8.D - 9 8 480 4. D - 8 
6 4 78 1872 9.5D - 8 59 1416 8.6D - 8 
10 4 26 1040 6.6D - 8 20 800 9.9D - 8 
15 4 11 660 9.D - 8 10 600 6.6D - 8 
20 4 7 560 1.6D - 8 6 480 3.1D - 8 
a A1 = 7.96806192, As = 7.92100825, A3 = 7.92099884, A4 = 7.87394517. 
cost of the block Arnoldi process at each step j becomes larger with j ,  and 
solving small-sized eigenproblems and computing SVDs consume more time 
as the number  of steps, m, increases. Also, for the same block size p, the 
bigger m was, the fewer iterations both algorithms used; for the same 
number of  steps, m, the bigger p was, the fewer iterations both algorithms 
used. This agrees with the theoretical analysis [5, 8], since usually we cannot 
expect that the block Arnoldi method and the ref ined method will extract 
more information on the required eigenpairs from a smaller block Krylov 
subspace than from a larger block Krylov subspace. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example is the Tolosa matrix from aerodynamics, 
related to the stability analysis of a model  of a plane in flight [2]. The 
interesting modes of this system are descr ibed by complex eigenvalues whose 
imaginary parts lie in a frequency range chosen by engineers. We are 
interested in a few eigenvalues with largest imaginary parts and the associated 
eigenvectors. The matrix A here is sparse and highly nonnormal, and has 
order N greater than or equal to 90, and N is always a multiple of 5. Since 
the eigenproblem of  A is very ill conditioned, it can be very difficult to 
compute a few eigenpairs of  it. In the following experiments, we are 
interested in the three eigenvalues with largest imaginary parts for order 
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Example 1, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm with m = 6, 
p=4.  
N = 500, 2000, respectively. We require that both algorithms be stopped as 
soon as residual norms of the required eigenpairs are below tol = 10 -6. As in 
Example 1, both algorithms used the same initial block V 1 generated ran- 
domly in a normal distribution for the same N and p. Note that since the 
eigenvalues to be computed are complex, we in fact got six eigenpairs, as A is 
real. Tables 2 and 3 report the results obtained by the iterative block Arnoldi 
algorithm and Algorithm 3.1. 
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FIG. 2. Example 1, Algorithm 3.1 with m = 6, p = 4. 
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TABLE 2 
TOLOSA MATRIX, N = 500 a 
185 
Iterative block 
Arnoldi algorithm Algorithm 3.1 
m p it mv error it rnv error 
20 2 93 3720 9.1D - 8 31 1240 4.2D - 7 
25 2 54 2700 7.8D - 7 7 350 1.2D - 7 
30 2 18 1080 2.7D - 8 5 300 3 .2D - 7 
35 2 11 770 69D - 9 4 280 8.7D - 8 
15 3 39 1755 8.D - 7 16 720 6.8D - 7 
20 3 30 1800 3.1D - 7 8 480 7.9D - 8 
25 3 14 1050 7.2D - 9 5 375 5.8D - 8 
"A i = -190 .25905 + 613.16025 i ,  A 2 ~ -186 .16185 + 608.14452 i ,  A 3 = 
-182.10841 + 603.10573i. 
It is seen f rom Tables 2 and 3 that A lgor i thm 3.1 was far super ior  to the 
iterative block Arnoldi  algorithm, and the  new strategy proposed  had a drastic 
effect.  For  N = 500, the iterative block Arnoldi  a lgor i thm converged  much 
more  slowly than Algor i thm 3.1. For  N = 2000, the iterative block Arnoldi  
a lgor i thm even failed to converge after many i terat ions when we took p = 2 
and mp <~ 100, whi le Algor i thm 3.1 worked  very successfully. For  this 
diff icult p rob lem,  the iterative block algor ithm, whenever  it converged,  
TABLE 3 
TOLOSA MATRIX, N = 2000 " 
Iterative block 
Arnoldi algorithm Algorithm 3.1 
m p it mv error it mv error 
25 2 1000 50000 n.c. 67 3350 7.9D - 7 
30 2 1000 60000 n.c. 33 1980 8.1D - 7 
35 2 750 52500 n.c. 26 1820 7.2D - 7 
40 2 333 26640 n.c. 32 2560 9.1 D - 8 
50 2 507 50700 n.c. 11 1100 1.9D - 7 
20 3 323 19380 n.c. 88 5280 6.D - 7 
30 3 524 47160 4.6D - 7 20 1800 8.4D - 7 
40 3 68 8160 7.5D - 7 8 960 6.3D - 7 
a /~1 = -730.68859 + 2330.11977i, A 2 = -726.98657 + 2324.99172i, Aa = 
-723.29395 + 2319.85901i; n.c. denotes no convergence. 
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exhibited very irregular convergence behavior. This is most probably due to 
ill-conditioned eigenproblems of the A m during iterations uch that bad Ritz 
vectors resulted in bad initial block vectors V 1 in later iterations. In fact, we 
found that in the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm Ritz values often jumped. 
More precisely, it is often the case that instead of a good Ritz value, a bad 
Ritz value suddenly appeared to approximate a wanted eigenvalue, so that the 
convergence curves were very irregular. In contrast, Algorithm 3.1 often 
converged smoothly; see Figures 3-6, where the solid line, the dash-dot line, 
and the dashed line indicate the convergence processes of A~, (p~, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Of course, Algorithm 3.1 could also converge irregularly for relatively small 
mp. This is not surprising, since we cannot expect he refined method to gain 
enough information on the required eigenpairs from a small block Krylov 
subspace, though it is better than the block Arnoldi method. 
Some other experiments have been run, showing that Algorithm 3.1 is 
often considerably more efficient han the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm. 
For difficult problems, Algorithm 3.1 is usually much more efficient. 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The block Arnoldi method cannot theoretically guarantee the conver- 
gence of Ritz vectors even if Ritz values converge, so that the iterative block 
Arnoldi algorithm may be inefficient and even fail to converge. In order to 
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FIG. 3. Tolosa matrix, N = 500, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm with 
m=25,  p =2. 
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FIc. 4. Tolosa matrix, N = 50t), Algorithm 3.1 with m = 25, p = 2. 
avoid this danger, motivated by the idea in [5, 9], we have proposed a strategy 
(1) that can guarantee theoretically the convergence of refined approximate 
eigenvectors. Numerical examples [lave shown that the refined algorithm is 
much more efficient than the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm. For a 
systematic and unified convergence theory of the refined projection methods, 
see [12]; on how to develop other refined projection algorithms, see [11-13]. 
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FIG. 5. Tolosa matrix, N = 2000, the iterative block Arnoldi algorithm with 
m=40,  p =3.  
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Tolosa matrix, N = 2000, Algorithm 3.1 with m = 40, p = 3. 
When A is symmetric, the block Arnoldi method reduces to the symmet- 
ric block Lanczos method [3]. In this case the theory and the algorithm in this 
paper can be simplified trivially by the exploitation of symmetry. However, I
think we can do more for Algorithm 3.1. As was pointed out, we usually have 
to compute more than one (at most r) small-sized SVDs per iteration. How 
to improve Algorithm 3.1 and save computations in the stage of computing 
SVDs, when A is symmetric, is interesting and will be investigated. 
The author thanks Professors F. Chatelin and A. Ruhe for providing him 
the data files of the Tolosa matrix in Fortran 77 and Matlab, respectively. He 
is very grateful to the anonymous referees for their very valuable suggestions 
and comments that enabled him to greatly improve the presentation of this 
paper. 
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